verification, calibration, and validation (VCV) of Computational Fluid Dynaniics (CFD) codes is an essential element of tlie code development process. 'The exact manner in which code VCV activities are planned and conducted, liowevei-, is critically important It is suggested that tlie way in which code validation, in particular, is often conducted--by comparison to published experimental data obtained for other purposes--is in general diflicult and unsatisfactory, and tliat a different approach is required.
In tlie past, flight vehicle design and development liave been based pi-imarily on wind tunnel experimentation and flight testing. Matlieinatical methods, primarily approxiniate analytical solutions, have also made important contributions to design and development. but these methods were commonly directed toward improving tlie understanding of the flow physics ot toward developing approximate engineering solutions. Model-n Computational Fluid Dynamics (CHI) lias evolved over roughly tlie past thirty years, tracking tlie availability of ever more capable computing hardwai-e and algorithms During much of that time, CFD has concentrated on the development of improved numerical algorithms and tlie solution of relatively simple research problems More recently, a broader range of complex flow physics has been addressed along with advanced grid generation techniques for more complex and realistic geometries. As a result of the recent advent of massively parallel (MP) machines, highest available coniputing speeds now exceed 280 gigaflops (billions of floating point operations per second), and total random access memory now approaches 400 gigabytes, both numbers far in excess of projections for tlie mid-1990's made in 1983 by tlie National Research Council ['I. Iiowever, actual implementation of MP computing has been retarded by the atlditional effort required in writing code for MP arcliitectures C1FD has, in specific ai-eas. bcqun to make important contributions to tlie dcsign and developnient of aircrafl, missiles, recnlry vehicles, gas turbines, compressors, and rockets, to name a few. In addition, CFD codes are being used increasingly to describe complex fluid flow processes sucli as Chemical Vapor Deposition, sliockboundary layer interactions, non-equilibrium reacting flows, freeshear-layer mixing, etc. However, the underlying physics of certain flow processes (e.g., boundary layer transition and turbulence) is still poorly understood. For siicli fluid mechanic processes, a predictive capability based on fit-st principles is not available, and it is not entirely clear that simply increasing computing power will lead to valid solutions in those areas.
Just how valid are CFD codes and the solutions generated by them? To some extent ignored by the CFD community in tlie past, the question of validity (accuracy and reliability) of CFD code predictions is now becoming critically impor-tant. CFD is being applied to the design of actual hardware, and a failure to answer tlie question of code validity is increasingly unacceptable.
Over the past decade, the critical and growing importance of this issue has been noted by numerous resear~liers.[~-~1 In 1994 Oberkampf presented a proposed framework for evaluating solutions from CFD codes, describing tlie particular types and classes of problems and tlie corresponding types of investigations needed to verify, calibrate, or validate codes designed to solve them Me concentrated on the broad philosophy of code verification ("Solving the governing equations right") and validation ("Solving tlie right governing equations"), definitions originally suggested by Boehrn [*I and popularized by Blottner i91. The terms "calibration" and "certification" also enter into this discussion
We loosely interpret code "calibration" to mean a code's ability to reproduce valid data (not exclusively experimental) over a specified range of parameters, for some geometry, without necessarily assessing the overall correctness of all of the physical models employed We consider caiibration to be a less-demanding element of validation, and is addressable experimentally by the same methods "Certification" was defined by Melita 11°1, as tlie entire process of establishing the credibility o f a code, i e., a certilied code lias been verified, calibrated, and validated.
noted tlie importance and potential conti-ibutions of analytical solutions and other CFI> so1utior.s in addition to experiment as sources of comparative input in tlie vel-ification/ calibration/validation (VCV) process. This view is soniewliat different from that proposed by NASA and summarized by Bradley l21 which Considered comparison to experiment as tlie only acceptable method of CFD code validation. We, along with others (see, for example, [ 1 I]) take a somewliat softer stance regarding a total reliance on experiment. We are of tlie opinion tliat data from any source are appropriate for VCV purposes so long as they liave been shown to be of high quality, and represent an appropriate test of tlie code, that is, they are based on tlie right physics or inatliematical model Tlius, we believe that sources other than experiment can he used for validation purposes given tlie proper circumstances.
Oberkampf
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For the verification part of this process ("solving tlie equations right") we are inclined to use comparison to exact analytic solutions or results from previously vel ified codes. and secondarily comparisons to experimental data. Convei-sely, for CFD code validation ("solving the right equations"), we believe priiiiaq reliance should be on comparison to carefully designed ant1 conducted experiments, and less so on comparison to exact analytic solutions and results from other codes, a recommendation wliicli, of course, applies to code calibration procedures as well Xiese distinctions are not sharply defined, and the proper approach should be determined on a case-by-case basis. At times tliere may be no choice Certain processes cannot be adequately modeled experimentally, and tlie only recourse is through numericai simulation, examples include tlie flow inside a nuclear detonation fireball, planetary re-entry, and complex time-dependent multi-phase, niultipatli processes during a postulated nuclear reactor accident If one accepts the definition of code validation given by B~a t l l e y~~] , it follows that codes modeling such processes can be verified, and perhaps calibrated, but not validated The issiie of what cons!iiutes verification, calibration, and validation of computer codes ieniaitis the subject of legitimate debate.
This paper describes our approacli to the CFD code \'CV process We limit the scope to a bi-ief outline of verification issues, and concentrate on code validation by experimental means Our methodology consists of broad pliilosophical guidelines and specific procedural recommendations consistent with tliose guidelines by which tlie process is implemented. We will start by 1-eviewing some of the historical circumstances which have influenced pi ogi ess i n this area to date, and discuss in some detail why we believe tlie CFD code VCV process must be an integral component of CFD code development, and not an "add-on" conducted after-the-fact We \vi11 note certain inherent synergisms that, if identified and properly utilized, can lead not only to continued improvements i n CFD coc!e capability and credibility, but have the potential to improve es as well. We will describe a novel technique for uncertainty analysis and experimental design that serves to distinguish and quantify various sources of experimental error, and then present ail example to demonstrate the methodology ai, suggested that it might take a little longer if compiiting poweilagged behind projections. (In fact, as noted earlier, growiii in computing power has exceeded projections. but a first-principles computation of tlie "tough nuts" of fluid mechanics, transition and turbulence at high Reynolds number, for example, lias yet to be demonstrated ) Just at the time that key demonstrations of teamwork and cooperation might liave shown the benefits of integrating VCV into the code development process, their paper contributed to polarizing computational and experimental fluid dynamicists into adversarial groups in sometimes bitter competition In addition, IJ S policy makers in government appeared to take the views of Cliapnian, et al., to heart (tlie effect appears to have been less pi-ofound outside the U S ), resulting in an over-reliance on CFD code development, and a de-emphasis on new experimental capability development, especially new facilities There has, however, over' the last five to seven years b e c~i a growing awareness 12-4.6.7,131 on the part of experienced pi-actitioners of both arts that such intense competition lias not best served the interests of either group To a large extent. this situation per-sists to this day. and effective iinplemcntation of a coopei ative atmosphere, however desirable it niay be, remains in geneial a significant challenge Bad feelings and lack of trust are still as riiiicii the nile as the exception Some organizations would still appeal i o have separate groups of CFDers and expel inieiitalists who prefet-not to talk to each other, and where cooperation does occur, it scenis to be due to small teams forming voluntarily. It doesn't help that tbe majority cf graduate students in fluid mechanics now concentratc on niimerical simulation, and typically leave the university with little exposure to, and perhaps even less appreciation of, physical experiments. To fi~rther compound the problem, many tinder--graduate scliools in tlie U.S , presumably as a cost-cutting measure (we sincerely hope it is not because they feel it provides a better learning experience), now conduct their lab "expet-inients" on a I T It is thus possible for students in physics or engineering to go through their entire academic careers and nevei witness, let alone actively participate in, an actual experiment. h4odelei.I:r ic,ho limv 110 loliorn/org~ exprierice ore iirilik-e-rly 10 cippr~ecio/e /lie / r i l e coriipIexi/j~ of /lie reo1 iwrltl 2. Flistorical Backprotilid As noted above, Computational Fluid Dynamics has evo!\:ed more or less in parallel with tlie development of digital conipiiters over approximately the past thirty years Due to limitations i n computer speed and memory, tlie early enipliasis was on the development of numerical algorithms for simple physical models (inviscid flow over slender bodies of revolution ai low angle 01' attack, for example), and was largely a research exercise Computing speed lias risen, on average, by a factor of ten ever). six years or so since 1960, cost per compute cycle has fallen by a factor of at least 103 and algorithm efficiency has improved by a similar factor. Over tlie same period computer memory lias grown by a factor of -105 for mainframes, and -IO7 for the largest massively parallel machines (Paragon). This growth has enabled CFD to change from a research activity to an applied technology dii-ected toward solutions to complex fluid engineering problems Throughout this period, code development has proceeded along a path largely independent of experimental validation Tlicre are presumably diverse reasons for a lack of perceived need for code VCV and a concomitant lack of cooperation between tlie code development and experimental camps, but clearly an itnpoi tant contributor was the 1975 article by Chapman. Mark, and Pirtle [ I 2 ] That article predicted that CFD would be capable of solving all tlie important problems in fluid dynamics by tlie mid-1980s. and would eliminate the need for wind tunnel testing at that time Cliapnian, et In what we believe was a landmai-k pi-esentation, D\voyer-["l in 1992 noted tliat CFD code development has come to a critical juncture. and in the absence of cooperation with, and key input from, those in other teclinicai disciplines, is unlikely to make significant advances in attacking the really "tough nuts" of ilriid mechanics We emphatically agree Specialists in other necded disciplines include computer scientists for new coniputer architectures; mathematicians for improved undersianding of nolilinear analysis, for example. issues of well-posedness of the P D l 3 and boundary conditions, programmers for improvcd computational efficiency; molecular physicists and chemists to provide neiv data and improved descriptions of real gas effects, transpot-t phenoinena, and finite rate chemistry; theoretical fluid dynamicists to provide improved analytical insight, especially in tlie area of transition and turbulence niodeling, experimental aerodynamicists anti iluid physicists to obtain the appropriate flow and boundary condition data at the required accuracy for the code validation process, instnimentation specialists to develop advanced diagnostics concepts and measurement capabilities, facility designers and engineers fornew or improved test hcilities; and, of course, computational fluid dynamicists. Each of these disciplines must be intimately involved if CFD is ever to achieve its full potential. (One can argue tliat a successful computational fluid dynamicist will be, if not necessarily expert in each of the other disciplines, at Icast familiar with antl have an appreciation of each of them.) Dwoyer referred to such an integrated activity as the "science of viscous aerodynamics."
Despite its obvious limitations tlie present capabilities of CFD are, of course, far from trivial The advent of improved gridding techniques in finite element codes has greatly reduced the design cycle time for some problems. 2-D airfoils are designed by computer, not parametric wind tunnel test Fast 3-D Euler solvei-s reliably predict steady high Reynolds number flow over simple wingbody-tail-pylon-engine configurations at low anglc of attack Further, we submit that for a somewhat narrowly resti-icted, welldefined set of problems, advanced CFD codes are now capable of producing results more accurate than can be obtained from, say, a wind tunnel experiment Depending on the circumstances, the code may also be able to do it faster and more cheaply (although we find that meaningful cost comparisons are difficult to make, antl are ofteii misleading). An example which we have used in our own work, and which will be described more fully later in this paper, is laminar, perfect gas, liypei-sonic flow over a slender spliereicone at low angle of attack. We now have sufficient confidence in certain CFD code predictions for this case that we use tlie results to provide an fw.v/(/ calibration of our hypersonic wind tunnel experiments
It is reasonable to expect that the range of problems that can be very accurately solved by CFD will continue to expand, especially given tlie barely-tapped poteutial of massively parallel computing
Assuming it is true that CFD can compute certain flows better and faster than we can measure them, we see a changing relationship between CFD and wind tunnel experimentation. This changing relationship has been noted elsewhere [14.1s1 iii resaid to wall and model support interference corrections for wind tunnel data. We believe that through teamwork and coopei-ation, this changing relationship can produce improvements in the capabilities of both computational and experimental fluid dynamics. and help to assure a future for both Conversely, a continued 'them' vs 'us' attitude will impede progress in both CFD and experiment, and will only serve to accelerate the already alarming pace at wliich aerospace test facilities are being abandoned.
The consequence of fiirther decline in experimental capability is to us rather frightening, for it will necessarily imply an increasing dependence on new and unvalidated CFD codes for solutioiis to the most difficult remaining flow problems. The National Aerospace Plane, which was to be designed and developed with a very heavy reliance on CFD, and the ensuing programmatic fiasco surrounding NASP after the truth became known, was not necessarily a unique event. We believe such a consequence is most certainly unwise, antl is potentially catastrophic. We view it as axiomatic that CFD simply cannot do it alone, now or for the foreseeable future. Likewise. as we are all well aware, present experimental capabilities cannot provide a complete and simultaneous simulation of certain important flow regimes (e g., high-enthalpy, high Reynolds number re-entry type flows), although as Mason [lC,l, among others, has noted, vel-y real progress in improving experimental capability continues to occur. Mason cites as examples improved connection of sub-scale testing to full-scale aerodynamics, advanced flow visualization, improvements in unsteady aerodynamics testing capability, and renewed emphasis on experimental foundations for advanced concept development. There is a proposal 1'7j by 1'1-of. Miles and his colleagues at Princeton to examine in detail the technical feasibility of a new hypersonic facility that would provide a complete flow and chemistry simulation capability for Mach 10-20 flight at 100-200 thousand feet. Given the current funding climate, such a facility, even if feasible, is decades away. In the mean time, in the absence of the ultimate facility that "does it all", CFD is needed to help tie together experimental results obtained in a piece-"? fashion from separate facilities as they exist now, and t o aid iii advancing experimental capabilities in the future Some Computational Fluid Dynaniicists go so far as to claim there is no need for verification, calibration, or validation of cm codes We would expect (and certainly hope) that such people represent a very small minority. A more umimon view among CFDers is that while code VCV is indeed necessary, the pi-ocess--particularly the validation step--can be accomplished tlirougli comparison to existing data, documented in reports or ai-cliival journals, obtained for some other purpose than CFD cnde VCV We strongly disagree Almost invariably, critical details ai-e itiisFiiig from published data, particularly for archive journal data wliei e discussion is typically limited in the interest of reducing papci length.
It is critically important that the boundary contlitiarir assumed by the code be repi.otluccd In tlie experimcrit Rarelv is such information presented in sufficient detail to ensure that IJ(~s aic matched. Wilcox 18 quotes several examples that illustrate this point. In one case, turbulent heat iransfer on an ahlating nosetip with blowing was computed and coinpared tc ear liei piibiisiicti experimental data Serious disagreement tietwecn the cuper iinciiial data and the code predictions was seen It later hecarne possible to interact directly with the experimentalists and to discuss ilic experimental boundary conditions in detail
Once ihe prcpei experimental BCs had been input to the code, the agrccineiit was excellent. I n another case, initial agreement between expel-iineiit and code prediction for turbulent pipe flow was excelicni Latei- examinations of each showed that not only were the expcriiiieriial results seriously in error, but that a substantial deficiency existed in the code physics 'lhe original agreenient was simply fortuitous Such later opportunities ai-e unusual, and may not suffice evcii if they can be arranged. Key personnel can become unavailable oiforget important details, or there may be political or pel-sonal issues involved that make open and honest communication impossible
CFD Code Validity Issues
The accuracy and reliability, i e., i~/ i d / / y .
of CI:D results depend on five elements. first, an accurate niatlieniatical model of the important flow physics, including boundary conditions, sccoiici, ac,curacy of t!ie discrete mathematical methods, e g , difference methods, approximating the PDE's; third, adcquacy of tile iiiedi oii which the discrete mathematical method, i.e , numerical algorithm, i s solved; fourth. error free coding of the numerical algoritliin, ancl fitth, adequate digital computing machinery Overal! CFD code rr/i/i/y additionally depends on ease of use antl coiiii~i-elieiisioii, c g . visualization, of the computed results.
It is outside the scope of this paper to discuss code eiroisources in detail. However, the above five elements affecting code accuracy can be specified more precisely as a. ("solving the equations right"), i.e., on i t e m related 10 nuiiiei ical accuracy. Code calibration and validation deal primarily with Itcins a tlirougli c, ("solving the right equations"), and reflects tlie fic!elity with which the code represents physical reality. Publication standards for articles i n AIAA and ASME journals are now in efl'ect regarding nunlei-ical accuracy of CFD code results [1' 1. 201 We close this discussion of CFD code validity with a comment about tlie Conseivation Laws Consei-vation of mass. nioinentum and energy are so ingrained that we tend to assume they are always true, whether a process occurs in nature or is simulated in a computer code. In a computer code, however, conservation iiiiist be demonstrated; it cannot be assumed just because mass, momentum and energy are conserved in the original partial differential equations. Loss of conservation can be caused by a wide variety of inaccuracies and/or eri~ors in the numerical simulation, for example, inconsistency of the PI1E's with the finite difference equations; lack of iterative convergence. either for a steady state solution or a time varying solution; the tliKer-encing schenies, and numerical limiters in those differencing schenies, artificial diffusion schemes, skewness of the stiuctured or unstructured grid, etc A related question is. does tlie numerical simulation conserve mass, momentum, and energy regardless of the grid size? This test is rarely applied i n verifying computer codes
Philosopliical G u i d e l i n e s
Our proposed CFD code VCV metliodology is based on several broad philosophical guidelines Tliese guidelines have evolved from our own work and through our interactions with others The underlying framework was presented in [GI These guidelines are: Start with easier experiments, then proceed to more compiex and dificult ones, with each step providing an increasingly difficult challenge to the code. In wind tunnel experimentation, for example, a suggested hierarchy is: As the above hierarchy suggests, body forces and monients are the easiest of the physical quantities to both predict and to measure. Some have the view that total body forces and moments provide little or no value to the validation of CFD codes, arguing that because these data are such a gross measure of code accuracy, they provide little value to building confidence in a code's predictions. We contend that force and moment data are of value for two reasons. First, their value, i.e , their tlificulty of pi-ediction, depends directly on both the coniplexity of the flow physics and the complexity of the vehicle geometry. In cases of simple flow physics and simple geometries, we not only agree with the opposing viewpoint but we go beyond it. As stated earlier, these are cases for which we believe the flows can be computed niore accurately than they can be measured. As a result, such flows can serve as experiment calibration cases for the experimentalist.
However, for somewhat more cotiiplex flow physics and vehicle geometries, the prediction of forces and moments can be more challenging than is comnionly recognized. For example, Walker and Oberkampf I2l1 experienced substantial difficulty in predicting laminar flow body forces and nioments on a reentry vehicle with a large flap deflection. Computing tlie large laminar separated flow region and reattachment on the flap proved at or beyond the present state of the art. Second, body forces and moments, as well as control surface forces and moments, can be measured more accurately than, say, surface lieat flux. The experimental uncertainty bound on forces and moments is typically onetenth or less than that of surface lieat flux. Therefore, tlie error tolerance on the CFI> result niust also be a factor of ten better on the forces and moments as compared to heat flux to fall within tlie experiniental uncertainty
The general point is that as one progresses down the list to more diflicult quantities for CFL) to predict, the expel-imental uncertainty bound substantially increases also. I n the process, knowledge is gained about the experiment that can lead to inipi-oved expel-irrierital teclinique and measurement accuracy in later, mol-e dificult experiments.
(7) h i p i o j~ ai7 iiticer/airi/y niia!wis procecfiir-e ihni deliiwries ni7d qimii(filj,s .ga/eriin/ic a i d i~aiidom ert'or .soiii'ces hy / y p . Standard wind tunnel (lata uncer-tainty analysis typically attempts to quantify the statistical (random) uncertainty of individual components it does not normally allow one to distinguish and quantify the contribution of one class of randoin error from another, nor to identify and quantify systematic el-rors These might be random and/or systematic errors due to flow field nonriniforrnity or nonrepeatability, instiuiiientatioii uncertainties, and model geometry inaccuracies, for example. Once the error classes have been isolated, they can be analyzed using statistical techniques as recently described in [22] , an extraordinarily detailed summary of uncertainty analysis as applied to wind tunnel testing ('Reference 22 also discusses typical sources of systematic errors and suggestions foireducing or eliminating them, but does not provide a nietliotl of identifying and quantifying them after the fact) Valuable inlorniation and insight regarding inatliernatical treatment of systematic (bias) errors is available in 123-251. Our rccomniendations for specific steps in this process are presented in Sect. 6 . Section 7 includes an example of data uncertainty analysis as applied to our own work.
Experimental Methodology for CFD Code Validation
llow one goes about inipleinenting the philosophical guidelines presented above is ciucial to achieving satisfactory results In implementing the p i oposed euperimental methodology for CFD code validation we consider the following elements A meaningful attempt to verify, calibrate, or validate a CFD code via experiment must begin with assessing the ability of tlie facility to simulate the flow and houndary conditions assumed by the code, If the parameters initially assumed for-tlie calculation cannot be satisfied in the proposed experimental facility, it inay be feasible to alter tlie code inputs so as to meet tliein, or it niay be necessary to look elsewhere for a facility. For example, can tlie required boundary layer state on a model be assured? Is the type and quantity of instrumentation appropriate to provide the required data in suficient quantity and at tlie required accur-acy? We later use as an example the case of laminar flow over a three-diinensional hypersonic vehicle geometry, but tlie general approach should be similar regardless of the specific interest
Synergisnrs hetircert CFD nnrl qieririierri
By a 'synergism', we mean an activity whose primary intent is to meet a requirement for one approach, whether CFD or experiment, but which generates improvements in capability and/or accuracy of the other, such that both computational and experimental methods benefit. Particular synergisms will vary with the individual situation. Some examples of synergisms are:
a. If in a wind tunnel experiment one designs the wind tunnel modei for easy modification from geometrically simple to complex.
it becomes possible to produce a range of flow conditions fi-om very simple, which can be calculated with high confidence, to very coniplicated flows which challenge or exceed the curl-ent computational state of the art For example, for attached perfect gas laminar flow over a slender sphere/cone at low angle of attack, confidence in the computed solutions for flow over the simple model with simple flow physics can be such that the results are usable for an i17-sitir calibration of the freestream wind tunnel flow, thus increasing the efficiency and reducing the cost of the experimental investigation. For the flow over the more geometrically-complex region, the measurements can be used to validate the code (for example, shockboundary layer interactions with laminar separation and reattachment). The reader may observe that such a calibration is not necessarily ideal, since it is sensitive to any variations in freestrc; ii properties over the volume occupied by the model. An alternative, but more expensive technique, is discussed below.) This synergistic use of the strength of one approach to offset a weakness of the other represents a powerful tool in tlie CFD code validation process.
b. A second synergism between CFD and experiment could be gained through an extension of the idea noted above This would be to establish local inflow boundary conditions for tlie code via detailed local flow calibration measurements in a separate calibration experiment. This might be performed using minimally-intrusive niechanical or non-intrusive optical probes over a sufficiently fine spatial grid, and the resulting inflow data matrix used in computing the CFD solution over, say, a model in the test volume. While such an approach might repre.sent overkill at this stage of CFD code development for flows in typical (i.e., near perfect gas) wind tunnels of high flow quality, it would appear to be an essential requirement for code validation experiments in high enthalpy flow facilities in which non-uniform expansions combine with finite-rate chemistry. In such facilities, the local flow is typically very poorly characterized, making meaningful comparisons of experimental data to code predictions extremely difficult, if not impossible. Once such data had been acquired, however, the existence of a detailed flow calibration would be of substantial benefit to the facility for any other test or flow research purpose. (The alternative in this case would be to use the same or yet another complex CFD code to compute the inflow conditions, which somewhat defeats the purpose).
c. The coupled integration of CFD into operation of adaptive wal! wind tunnels, and, especially, in correcting for wall and support interference on model aerodynamic data, is a synergism that has a large potential payoff if successful. It is desirable to test aircraft configurations at the largest possible scales to maximize Reynolds number, a goal which is in immediate conflict with minimizing interferences. The status of this activity has been recently assessed by Lynch, et. al., l i J l and Ashill at the AGARD 73rd Fluid Dynamics Panel Symposium.
Attempts to apply specific computational methodology are described by several authors at the same Symposium. It was noted by Lynch that tlie CFD capability required to compute interference corrections must advance i n concert with tlie testing requirements.
d. A fourth potential synergism is the use of detailed, highprecision mechanical inspections to provide characterizations of model dimensions and surface roughness in order to specify the actual, as opposed to the design, wall boundary conditions for input to the code. Actual hardware cannot correspond exactly to design specifications, and these differences must be known for code validation purposes. (A qualification is that some imperfections in model dimensions may only be resolvable with very fine grids that could be too computationally expensive, and in the end may not improve the numerical prediction). Once the model imperfections are characterized, the model becomes a useful calibration tool for experimentation that inay be unrelated to code validation.
Some Recoirinieiided CFD Code Validation PI-occdiil-cs
The following specific procedures are reconiinended for implementing the methodology proposed in tliis paper for relatively long run-time code validation experiments Use of short-duration (milliseconds or less) facilities such as sliock tubes or shock tunnels would add a strong temporal response and resolution iequireinerit on experimentation, and unsteady flow CFD solution capability, including possibly unsteady boundary conditions in the code The following list is by no means inclusive; different code validation experiments will necessarily generate different nieasureiiient issues a. OI~tflii~ detoiled, acciirate fr-ee.r/i~eo/ii f7oir~ cn/~h~.iriio~i dofa a/ a sparial resoliitioti cotnisterit ivith code t.eqiiii'eIii~'iii,s. Freestream flow calibration at sorie level of sophistication is, of course, a requirement for even routine production wind tunnel testing However, for CFD code validation pui-poses. flow field calibration must be done at typically finer-spatial resolution, it must include all quantities required by the code as input boiindary conditions, and tlie experimental uncertainties must he qiiantiiied This is a daunting set of requirenients, and can be very expensive and time consuming to meet Further, for a tiirbuience or transition experiment, it must include a determination of freesti eani tu[-bitleiice intensity and scale It is axiomatic that most experimental facilities are not adequately calibrated in this context, either because ttic specific quantities were not needed foi-noriiial operations. o I because of the high cost of acquiring ineasurenieiits at tlie desired spatial density. Further, some facility nianagers may be reluctant to share such detailed flow quality data with useis Ifowever, for a CFD validation experiment it must be ;ivnilable 'I'his is anotlier argument for having, and using, one's own facilities for^ code validation research. Having total control over the facility is an invaluable advantage, and in some cases will be absolutely essential b. Precise!v cha~.ocre~.ize the nrodel i d 1 hoiiriiloij. cotiditiott.y, as rejted. Differences will exist between tlie nominal and actual model dimensions, location, orientation, and surface condition. These must be known to an acceptable accuracy to provide wall boundary conditions for the code Pre-test mechanical inspections of the model as assembled in all its possible configurations must include size, shape (e.g , straightness, out-of-round), surface finish (especially any steps at joints) and waviness Aeroelastic effects must also be considered, since model and sting deflection under load can introduce systematic esperiiiiental err ors well in excess of measurement precision. especially for aerodynamic forces and moments, and surface pressures If surface temperature can vary significantly. as i n R longduration hypersonic flow experiment at non-zero angle of attack, and computed results are sensitive to surface teniperatiire, then tlie model surface temperature distribution must be measured If those temperature changes are both significant and non-unifoi in (3-D model, or any model at angle of attack), then shape change due to thermal expansion must be considered. (We have attempted to minimize this latter error tlirough the use of low-espansion alloys. such as Invar-36, as a model material) Model orientation arid location settings (angle of attack, roll angle, axial station) aiid configuration dimensions must be precisely determined, includiiig tlie repeatability of these values if the model configuration will be altered routinely. l'liese data will be important input for espei-imental error assessment.
c
. Vary experiiiwrif scale ili ~o i t i e ,/ocili/~. n/ .vn/iie t i o r i i i i i n i
/est condi/iom. This is a valuable strategy to ascer-!air, Repeating runs in reverse order and correlating the r-esults will detect errors resulting from this erect, in addition to providing random error estimates. Repeat runs in the proposed methodology are not afterthouglits. They require careful introspection in their selection and sequence, and are critical to a valid assessment of the absolute accuracy and statistical precision of the data. Repeat runs must be incorporated into the experimental plan and the results included in the experimental data set i. If a model has appropria/e geotne/ric ,syirine/~y, /)lo/ all pilch da/a a/po.ri/iiv niigle q/n//ack. This technique was allutled to above and takes advantage of certain symnietries to differentiate error sources from each other. Data obtained with a model at zero roll angle and pitched from, say, 0 to +I0 deg angle of attack CI can be plotted for positive CL with data for a model at 180 deg roll angle and pitched from a = 0 to -10 deg The result is that erroi-s associated with model geometry can be separated from eiiors due to flow field nonuniforrnity, flow angularity in the vertical plane, for example Following similar logic, flow angular-ity in tlie yaw plane can be quantified by appropriately I-eflecting data taken at 90 and 270 deg roll angles.
j. lbke niid keep rrotes rhn/ are n.s cnrefiil, &/oiled, arid ex!eii.siiv as po.s.sihle. This is a truism, and its desirability is obvious to any experimentalist. From our own experience. however, it is far too easy to fail to record information that later proves to be important when trying to explain any anonialies that arise dui-ing the data analysis phase. This is, of course. especially true in regard to obviously unusual circumstances or events, but it applies to seemingly mundane or routine items as well Insofar as understanding the experinierital data is concerned, i/ is e.s.w~i/ii//y i /~ possihle io record /00 tiiiich nrrtio/n/iile it$~/mn/Io/i.
Because it is our experience base, we have chosen to present the methodology in terms of wind tunnel experimentation in relatively long-duration (seconds or longer) aerospace testing facilities. However, extension of the more general recomrneiidations to other experiments should be apparent. Implementation of these recommended procedures is, of course, not free. And some inay not be practical in each situation, either technically or cconoiiiically With each step or procedure followed, howevei-, tlie overall experimental uncertainty can be reduced and the quality of the code validation process improved.
Clearly, some of these recommendations ai-e easier to implement than are others The first recoininendation--to acquire a complete, detailed, finely-spaced calibration of tlie tunnel freestream--represents an expensive, time-consunling exercise For heavily utilized production facilities, interference with higher priority wolrk may make such flow field calibrations extremely dificiilt t o obtain. Even for researclr-oriented facilities for which inter-ferciice with other woik may not be a problem, performing such calibi-ations almost certainly will require a substantial investment It is unfortunate that the recommendation that, in general, is probably the most important in conducting code validation experiments is tlie most diflicult to fulfill.
But the situation is not necessarily all that bleak 1J7-.sflu calibrations based on CFD performance predictions for a silnple geometry may provide a technically-acceptable alternative at minimal cost in typical aerospace simulation facilities for some, if not most, code validation experiments in facilities with high flow quality. That is, this approach will be satisfactory if the scale of the model is sinall relative to the variations in freestreain properties over the model volume at the model location, which is the case for the w o i k described here. Failing that, a possible ccinclusioii may be that soiiie facilities will be dedicated to pi-oduction testing exclusively, for which existing calibrations and data bases are presuniahly already adequate, and others will be used to provide the ncedetl code validation capabili(y. We have eonstnicted two test models of nominrrlly-identical external size and shape. One is the force and moment model described in [27] , and is used in conjunction with a precision sixcoinponent inlerlial strain gage balance 7'he other is a pi-essure model equipped with two 48-port Electronically-Scaiine(1 Pi-essiire modules mounted internal to the model in order to iiiinitnize pneumatic tubing lengths and pressure lag time The przssure niode! is also provided with nine semiconductor-hridge Kulite gages to detect high-fi-equency pressure fluctuations should they occui-Also, six coaxial thermocouples were mounted in the model wall to provide the wall tliernial boundary condition to thc code The pressure model arid instrumentation, and some early test results are described in [%SI. All model dimensions and pressure port locations were deterniiried to t i -0 0002 inch via a detailed nicclianical iiispection.
For JCEAP we chose a body geometry that eliminates several potentially-troublesome numerical dificultics. For example, by requiring the body flap to extend to the base plane of the inodel for all flap deflections, a substantial siniplifica!ion became possible in (a) defining the grids for the body geometry and for the base floa, and (b) in setting tlie outflow boundary conditions across the baseplane in tlie nunier-ical simulation. Having tlie flail trailing edge extend to the baseplane for an arbitrary deflection angle wot~ltl, of course, be unrealistic for hinged flaps on ac?ual flight hardware
It is relatively straightforward to experimentally meiisuie model surface temperature. I t is dificult, however, to fabricate complex models with uniform thermal properties To compute tlie model surface teinperature distribution as a function of time for a non-uniform model wall thickness would have placed a large additional computational requirement, largely unrelated to tlie fluid mechanics, on the code. Hence. the model was instrumented to provide this boundary condition for the computations.
We also chose to require that the flow on tlie motlel vehicle be laminar everywhere in order io avoid the uncertaility (aiid "adjustable knob") that would be introduced by use of a turbulence model (In addition, this choice avoided the reqiiireiiient for a detailed calibration of the fi-eestream turbulence intensity level over the tunnel test section, an additional synergism of sorts) Flo~v visualization using slieai-stress-sensitive liquid ciystais [27.*')1 was employed in a preliiiiinaiy series of expel-iiiicnts with varying freestream Reynolds number in order to ensure that the boundary layer was, in fact, laniinar over the entire model for all validation experiments. The liquid ciystal technique also provided a wealth of surface flow characterization data for cases with ~nassively separated flow on the flap.
Base pressure was carehlly measur-ed because of its relatively large contribution to axial force A base-plate was attached to the sting (not the model, so as to avoid bridging tlie balance with pneumatic lines). Measurements of the pneumatic lag time of the base pressure instrumentation were used to set data acquisition delay time following a change in angle of attack using a pitcldpause sequence
Nominal tunnel conditions foi-all experiments were as follows. stagnation pressure P0=340 psia, stagnation temperature To=l 106 R, and freestream Reynolds number Re, = 2 0 iiiillioiiift (ReL=l 80 million, based on model length) Angle of attack was varied from -10 to +18 deg Roll angle was set at 0 (slice on the windward side), 90, 180, or 270 (leg The piiinary purpose for the four roll angles was to quantify the efl'ect on aeiodynaiiiic forces, moments, and surface pressures of flow field nonuniformities in the wind tunnel and the effect of model dimensional inaccuracies The combination of multiple roll angles and angles of attack, and repcat runs at the same orientation and axial location i n the tunnel wei-e used to separate errors due to flow field nonuniformities and tunnel I tin-to-iun repeatability fi-orn erroi-s due to instrumentation uncertainties and model tolerances Mirror syrninetry was used to reflect data around axes of symmetry for varying pitch and roll angles We also varied model axial location to assess possible er-rois due to flow axial gradients resulting from possible wave focusing in the axisymmetric nozzle.
The uncertainty analysis is a critically-irnportant element in our validation methodology. Our overall approacli differs from tliat typically employed, not in the matliematical formulation but in that it is constructed around the use of vai-ious combinations of individual experiments to identify and separate erroi-s due to different souices Specifically. we ai-e able through this technique to separatc and quantify errors due to flow field nonuniformities, iiistruinentatioii. and model fabrication tolerances From this statistical analysis emerges both random and bias error estimates for certain parameters (e g , flow angularity). The absolute accuracy in the important freestrearn flow properties, such as Mach number and static piessur e cannot be discerned from this analysis As discussed previously, these data are determined via the in ,si/i/ calibration against CFD predictions for the simple geometry and flow physics case. To limit tlie discussion, we will present the methotlology for force ancl moment analysis; surface pressure error analysis, wliicli also yields uncertainties due to model inaccuracies, is similar in principle, but differs in detail.
The instrumentation uncertainty is tliat uncertainty in body forces and moments, caused by all of the following strain gage hysteresis, nonlinearity, thermal sensitivity shift, and theriiial zero sliift; the analog data acquisition system (airiplifiers, N D converters), the data recording system, including any digital tiltcis, model pitch, roll, and yaw alignment, run-to-run var-iations in setting freestream conditions, and base pressure transducers and instrumentation for correcting for base axial force To calculate h e instrumentation uncertainty one compares body force and moment measurements for the model at the same physical location and orientation. From the run schedule one can choose run pairs that have the same pitch and roll angles and the same location, and then make comparisons between the measured body force and moment coeficients, and center of pressure. For a given run pair and for a particular coefficient, say axial force, the axial force coeflicient C, can be defined, p and q represent the run numbers from which the measurements are taken, ai refers to the nominal angle of attack at which each force and moment measurement was made. and 1 is the number of w.' s, typically 12, which are in common for both run pairs. (Other force and moment coefficients and pressure coefficient are defined similarly ) Nominal steps in a were typically 3 degrees. Although known to +/-0.01 deg, the exact values o f a did not repeat from run to run due to jitter. typically +/-0.1 deg in the angle of attack di-ive meclianism; to compensate for this, the force and moment data wcre curve-fitted (7th-order spline) and the values adjusted slightly to comtnon values o f a , wliich were chosen to be 0, -10,-7,-4, -1, 2, 5, 8, 1 1 , 14, 17, and 0 degrees Let the difference between an individual force and nioment measurement and tlie average measurement at each angle of attack be defined as the local residual, A,
The uncertainty in body forces and moments due to a combination of instrumentation uncertainty and flow field nonuniformity can also be computed by comparing certain runs when the model is at physically different locations in the tunnel. There are two ways to do this. The first method forms run pairs that have the same roll and flap angles, but are at different axial stations, and is sensitive to axial flow gradient nonuniformity. The second method forms run pairs based on mirror symmetry between the model at roll angle of 0 deg at a positive angle of attack, and with the model rolled 180 deg and pitched to a negative angle of attack Since the maximum negative a was -10 (leg, the residuals can be calculated only over the range -10 to +IO deg by this method. Figure 2 shows the magnitude of the residuals ACa in axial force coefficient versus the magnitude of Ca. This plot includes all of the residuals for both instrumentation and flow field nonuniformity components
The "quantized" character of the residuals is due to the truncation in the output data format of the evaluation of the curve fits to the data. "Axial Flow Gradient" in Fig. 2 refers to residuals calculated fi-on1 flow field nonuniformity run pairs at different axial stations, and "Mirroi-Symmetry Flow" refers to run pairs formed from angle of attack symmetry at each axial station It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the residuals for C,, although very small in magnitude (roughly one percent of C:,) are dominated by flow field nonuniformity. riot i:istrunientation uncertainty. The contr-ibutions from axial flow gradient and CI-ossflow gradient contribute approximately equally.
The sample variance for the instrumentation component and also for the total expeiinient (conibined instrumentation and flow field nonuniformity components) is calculated from
where n is the number of local residuals and A1 and A2 are the residuals for each run pair These sample variances are estimates of corresponding instninientation and combined "population variances " The relationship among the population vai iaiices is because of the independence of iiisti-uiiientatioii cri 01s and flow field nonuniformities. Thus, given the sample vai iance due to instrumentation and tliat for the total expel-inieiit. tlie component due to flow field nonuniformity can be estimated by 02no\v = 02coInb -02iiisrn,,n Table 1 gives tlie estimated standaid deviation, G, due to instnumentation, flow field nonuniforniity, and the total for each coeffcient (from left to right, normal force, pitching moment, center of pressure, and axial force) mcasured in the experiment. From Table I it can be seen that tlie uncertainty in normal force, pitching moment, and center of pressure due to tlie entire wind tunnel system instrumentation ranges li-om 9 to 20%, whereas that due to llow field nonuniformity is 80 to 91%. We imagine that these data are typical of facilities elsewhcre, i e , that most transonic through hypersonic wind tunnel experiments are dominated by flow field uncertainty and not instrumentation errors. The table also shows that uncertainty in forebody axial force coefficient is 63% due to instnimentation antl 37% due to flow. This reversal of uncertainty contributions compared to the other quantities is most likely due to instnimentation inaccuracies in removing tlie base pressui-e component from tlie total axial force
Rcsic Its
Representative data for axial force coefficient, C,, as a function of angle of attack are shown in Fig 3 for tlie slice-only configuration.
Agreement with parabolized Navier-Stokes (SJ'JtJNI] calculations 12'1 is excellent, 1-percent or better over tlie entire range of angle of attack. Since tlie CFD solutions for forces and moments are believed to have an absolute accuracy of 1 -percent or better for the case of simple model geometry and flow physics at the defined freestream conditions, we conclude that the wind tunnel measurements of forces and riionicnts are therefore calibrated to an equivalent level of absolute accuracy, This calibration is of great practical value, since it confirms the ovei-all accuracy of tlie freesti-eain properties (Mach number, Reynolds number, static pressur-e) assurned for tlie flow, based on tlie measured Po and To, and real-gas thermodynamic antl transport pi-opei-ty calculations for an isentropic expansion and nozzle boundary layer corrections Good [O(5-l Go/,)] agreement between experiment and computation was observed for a flap angle, 6, of IO". For 6 = 20"
and 30°, however, large [O(30%)] diffei-enccs occurred between measurements and predictions Figure 4 shows the measured axial force coeffcient conipared to the predictions using 1.170 1301. a 3-D, tinie-iterative, first-order-accurate Navier-Stokes code, for the 30-deg flap configuration. It was suggested previously fZ7i tliat tlie large discrepancies might be due to differences between tlie experimental and code outflow boundary conditions at the base of the 'model. Preliminary code calculations using I N ( 2 131.321, a second-order-accurate, time-iterative, 3-D Navier-Stokes solver, indicate significantly better agreement [0(5%)] with measured force and moment data at tlie high flap angles for tlie same experimcntal conditions. This suggests that tlie improved agreement is largely a result of the increased numerical accuracy, and is not due to improperly assumed code boundary conditions.
The pressui-e distribution is a greater computational cliallenge than coinputing integrated forces and moments. As noted above, for the forebody, confidence in the computed results is high for the sphere/cone at low angle of attack Calculating the expanding flow over the slice is expected to be somewhat mole dificult, more so for some of the available codes than for others Resiilts for the surface pressure (absolute pressure measurement acciiracy is typically t~l -0 001 psia or better 1281) as a function of axial distance along tlie slice-only moticl for tlie windward (slice) .and the leeward (cone) sides are shown in Fig. 5 . Agreement between measured pressures and results computed using tlie inviscid 3-D flow code SANDIAC i331 is excellent on tlie cone, approximately 1%, providing further confirmation of tlie overall accuracy of the in-.yi/u calibration of the freestream flow On the slice itself, however, measurable differences between tlie surface pressure measurements and predictions are already apparent for even this relatively simple case. Tlie reduced pressure forward of tlie start of tlie slice rclative to prediction is a result of the low pressure over the slice feeding forward in the subsonic portion of tlie boundary layer.
Conclrlsion
A proposed methodology for CFD code verification/ calibration/validation has been developed. The method incorporates specific experimental procedures that are consistent with, and an outgrowth of, a number of broad philosophical guidelines. Two guidelines are key: (a) a cooperative team effort between coniputational and experimental fluid dynarnicists ihrougliout tlie VCV program, from inception to documentation, and (b) use of a niethod of uncertainty analysis which assists in the experimental design, and which subsequently permits tlie delineation and quantification of various classes of both bias and random errors. Tlie methodology has been demonstrated for hypersonic, near perfect gas flow over a sliced sphere/cone of variable geometry.
We reiterate our conviction that careful experiments designed specifically for code VCV purposes are an important, and usually the preferred, source of data for tlie calibration and validation portions of tlie VCV process. We expect that this will continue to be true for the foreseeable future. How future exper-inients are planned and conducted, however, is a significant issue We hope tlie present work will provide useful guidance in this important area. 
